Optimality conditions are derived in the form of a maximum principle governing solutions to an optimal control problem which involves state constraints. The conditions, which apply in the absence of differentiability assumptions on the data, are stated in terms of Clarke's generalized Jacobians. Although not the most general available, the conditions are derived by a novel method: this involves removal of the state constraints by introduction of a penalty term and application of Ekeland's variational principle.
INTRODUCTION
In [3] Clarke derives a maximum principle associated with the control problem min l(t, x(t), u(t)) df: W = f(h x(f), u(G), x(O) E Co, 41) E C, I
when the functions [(t, x. u), S(t, x, u) are merely Lipschitz continuous in their x-dependence. The approach followed in [3 ] was to obtain optimality conditions by application of Ekeland's variational principle to a related more tractable problem and by use of a limiting process. Now the results in [3] , as they stand, do not apply when state constraints of the form g(t, X(f)) < 0, tE [O, 11 (1.1) are present. It is the object of this paper to show that Clarke's methodology can be adapted to permit such constraints. Again, a maximum principle is derived via Ekeland's variational principle and a limiting process. The underlying idea is a simple, indeed, rather obvious one. We replace constraint (1.1) by a penalty term added to the cost 212 ): Z(t, x(t), u(t)) dt + k,( max(0, g(t, x(t))) dt U-2)
for some k > 0. We thereby obtain a problem to which the results of [3] are applicable. The costate equation for this new problem is -o(t) E p(t)a,f+ c a,/ + ck a, max(O, g} (1.3) in which the generalized Jacobians a,f(t, x, u), a,Z(t, x, u), a, max{O, g(t, x)} are evaluated along the solution. Equation (1.3) may be written -m EP(~) ad-+ cad + w, g) 40
for some function a(r) > 0 or, symbolically, -dp(t) E p(t) a,j-dt + c a,Z dt + a, g dt dv(t) (1.4) with dv(t) = cka(t) dr.
Equation (1, 4) resembles the costate equation for the state-constraint problem of interest. We cannot expect the state-constraint problem to be equivalent to minimization of (1.2) . Under an appropriate well-posedness hypothesis (H4), however, the problems are equivalent to within E, for k sufficiently large. We may now use Ekeland's result to obtain the costate equation for the original problem as a limit of Eq. (1.4) .
Notice that our approach involves use of optimality conditions for problems involving nondifferentiable functions in an essential way; even if the original problem involves only smooth functions, the cost function with penalty term (1.2) is not differentiable. A selector of the multifunction ck a, max{O, g} supplies the state-constraint multiplier in the limit.
A number of papers have recently appeared ([S, 9, 111) which provide maximum principles for nonsmooth problems with state constraints. None of these invoke our well-posedness hypothesis (H4). Halkin and Warga introduce conditions which are, in other respects, more restrictive than ours. Ioffe, however, gives a result in [9] which holds under conditions that are more general. Ioffe's result, too, is in a sense more precise than the maximum principle given here.
We shall lay stress then in this paper, not on the conditions under which we shall derive the maximum principle which are not the most general available, but on the novel methods employed whereby optimality conditions for problems with state constraints can be determined from those for state constraint-free problems. The machinery developed here will possibly be relevant in other contexts, e.g., in deriving a maximum principle for a control problem associated with a differential inclusion (as treated by Clarke ]4]), when state constraints are introduced.
NOTATION. ETC.
The Bore1 subsets of iRk will be written ZSk. The Lebesgue subsets of [0, 1 ] are denoted by 44. The terms measurable and almost every (a.e.) are understood with respect to Lebesgue measure.
We shall refer to signed, Radon measures on [0, 1 ] briefly, as measures. The class of k-tuples of measures is denoted by C*(lRk) (or simply C*) and the subclass of positive measures by C @(IF? ") (or simply C @).
All norms are written ] . ]. The norm is the Euclidean norm for points s E IR k, (Cij si)"* for points s = { sij} in the space of I x k matrices and the sum of the total variations of the components of s for s E C*(lRk).
Take ,D E Co. A Bore1 set B c [0, 1 ] is a ,U continuity set [2] if ,u(aB) = 0. Here aB is the boundary of B.
A useful property of the continuity sets is the following: Let {,~r, p, ,... 1 be a countable family in Co. Let q be the collection of ,U~ continuity sets, i = 1, 2,... . Then 0 i G$ generates the Bore1 sets. This property is easily derived from the fact that S$ contains the sets IO, 113 IO, b), (a, b), and (a, 11, where a and b belong to the complement of the countable set of points e such that {e} is a pi atom.
Let g: IRk-+lR ' be locally Lipschitz continuous at the point s. The generalized Jacobian [5] ag(s) of g at s is defined as the convex hull of the set of accumulation points of sequences {Dg(s,)}, where we consider all sequences {si} converging to s such that the usual Jacobian matrices Dg(s,), i = 1, 2 ,..., exist.
We note that if g is Lipschitz continuous in some neighbourhood of the point s, with Lipschitz constant L, then / y] Q L, for all y E ag(s).
Now let E be a closed subset of IRk. We introduce the Lipschitz continuous function d,(x) = min{]x -y]: y E E}.
Let e be a point in E. We define the cone of normals N(e) and the extended cone of normals N,(e) at e as Consider the differential equation with control term We say that (u, x) is interior if, additionally, x(t) is contained in the interior of X, for all t E [0, 11. We study the following control problem:
1, 1 P> min Z(t, x(t), u(t)) dt: g(t, x(c)) < 0, t E z .
I
It is understood that minimization is conducted over admissible pairs (u, x) for which t -+ Z(t, x(f), u(t)) is integrable. A minimizing pair is termed a solution of (P).
We shall approach derivation of optimality conditions through study of the family of problems P,, k > 0,
(the function g+ is defined as gt (x, t) = max{O, g(x, t)}). Again the minimization is conducted over admissible pairs. We denote the value of problem (PJ by inf{P,}, etc. A maximum principle which governs solutions to problem (P) will be obtained under the following hypotheses:
(Hl) There exists an integrable function a and a number K such that, for all si, s2 in a neighbourhood of X, t E [0, 11, u E U(t) (H2) For each s in a neighbourhood of X (t, U) -+ f(t, s, u), I(t, s, u), are measurable with respect to the product u-algebra 9 x AY", and t + g(t, s) is upper semicontinuous.
(H3) The graph of U is 9 x .!8" measurable.
(H4) lim,,, inf{P,} = inf(P}. -dp(t) E t)(t),
a.e. tE [0, 11. I (3.4)
In the theorem a,f is the generalized Jacobian of s + f(t, s, u), etc. The extended cone of normals NC, was introduced in Section 2. The -. multifunction aXg is defined as 3, g(t, s) = {r: (<, (t, s)) E closure graph(t', s') -+ a, g(t', s')}.
The inclusions (3.2) and (3.3) are interpreted as follows: There exist measurable functions @, A, and a Bore1 measurable function y such that
and -P(t) + P(0) = Ii0 tl (P(T) Q(r) + 47)) dr
We shall comment on the hypotheses. (HI )-(H3) are the hypotheses under which Clarke derives a maximum principle in the absence of state constraints. Hypothesis (H4) is in essence a condition on the well posedness of the value of P with respect to perturbations of the state constraints. Indeed let us define the function 0 by
Then it is easy to show that the conditions
and lii e(a) = e (0) imply (H4). We may replace (H4) by the hypothesis that the extended velocity set is convex, provided that (H2) and (H3) are strengthened somewhat (see section 6). Our proof of Theorem 3.1 readily adapts to provide a maximum principle for problems which involve a collection of I state constraints [lo], &(f, x(t)> < 0, tEz,, k = I,..., r.
PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
Our starting point will be a maximum principle for solutions to problem (PJ. 
(the generalized Jacobians are evaluated at (t, F(t), C(t))) P(t) > 0 a.e. t E [0, 11,
a.e. t @A {e; g(e, F(e)) = 0) f71, -zw = p(t) @J(t) + Gt) -r(t) P(t),
and Proof: By [3, Corollary 2; 5, Proposition 51, there exists an absolutely continuous function p and a nonpositive number c (p and c not both zero) such tht (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied, and such that -ri(f) E P(~>~,.m f(Q, W) t c a,% 4t>, W)) + kcx(4 a, g+ (6 W), (4.3) where x(t) = 1 for t E I and 0, otherwise.
We know [6] Lqt) = a,j-x a,1 x a, g x E(t) (the generalized Jacobians are evaluated at (t, ~(~),fi(t)). Then (4.3) may be expressed as B(t) E {G(t, a): (T E Q(t)}. The function G(t, a) is measurable in t and continuous in (T. The multifunction R takes values compact subsets and is measurable, as may be shown.
It follows now from a well-known selection theorem (see, e.g. [2, Theorem 1.7.61) that there exists a measurable function c = (@, A, y:@) such that o(t) E Q(t), b(t) E G(t, u(t)) a.e. We now define b(t) = -c@(t). The number c and the functions p, @, A, y, /I have the required properties. fl
The costate function p of Theorem 3.1 will emerge as the limit of a sequence of costate functions for the (Pk) problems. We derive now some results which will be useful in justifying the limiting process. (a0 continuity set was defined in Section 2.) ProoJ: Suppose that h > 0. (The general case is treated in an obvious way by adding a constant function.) Define vi = i = 1,2,..., by dvi = h dpi. Since h is continuous, vi --t v. weakly* in Co, with v. = h dpo. Now let A be any p. continuity set. Then A is also a v, continuity set. By [2, Theorem 2.11 then which is just another way of stating the result. LEMMA 4.3. Let {pi} be a sequence in C*(R") such that ,ui + ,a, weakly * for some p. E C*(lR"). Then for some subsequence and some countable set 9.
1 Qi+ .
Proof: Let p,? and -,u,: be the positive and negative measures associated with pi through the Jordan decomposition of ,Ui. Since 1~: ], lpi]-< /Pi], the sequences are bounded in total variation and, by limiting attention to a subsequence of {,ui}, we may arrange that p,? -+,u:, ,uU; -+& (weakly*) for ,~$,,a; E C@(iRn). We have ,u, =& --pi.
Take 9 to be the countable set The right-hand side is readily seen to converge to 1, qO(t) Go(t) dt in view of the hypotheses and by application of the dominated convergence theorem to the second term. It follows that We assume that G has closed graph and that
vi a.e., i = 1, 2,... . 
Proof
Since the weak* convergent sequence {vi) is bounded in total variation and since, by (4.7), 1 yi(t)l <K,, vi-a.e. for i sufficiently large, it follows that {vi} defined by (4.6) is bounded in total variation.
Decompose vi into its positive and negative components, vi = qt -s;. Limiting attention to subsequences we have for q. E Q*(lR"), qO+, ~0 E C@(lR"), and q. = r,rO+ -~0. We show that q. is absolutely continuous with respect to vo. Let '37 be the family of Bore1 sets which are no'-, vi-, and v,-,-continuity sets. Then, by Lemma 4.2, for E E g, But %Y generates the Bore1 sets. It follows that 1 I, dy,,] < K, SE dv, for all Bore1 sets E. In other words, v0 is v,-absolutely continuous as claimed.
By the Radon-Nicodym theorem, there exists a iR"-valued, Bore1 measurable, v,-integrable function y0 on [0, l] such that for all Bore1 sets E. It remains to show that y,, satisfies (4.8).
Fix q E iR". Choose E c g. We have, by (4.9)
\ -E @i(t) < 1 s,(f, Xi(t)> dVi(t) <j t;j(t, Xi(l)) dVi(t). E E It follows that I, &i(t) G JE Cj(f, h(f)) dv,(t) + jE (Cj(h Xi(t)> -Cj(t, x,(t))) dvi(t).
The integrand in the last term converges uniformly to zero as i+ co (for fixed j) by continuity of cj and the uniform convergence of the xts. Since (vi} is bounded in total variation, the last term, therefore, has limit zero. The remaining terms converge by Lemma 4.2, since E E Q, to give
JE h,(t) = q 1, YO(~> dV,(t) < I, <j(t, XII(~)) dv,(t)* (4.11)
We readily deduce from the fact that %9 generates the Bore1 sets that, in fact, (4.11) holds for all Bore1 sets. It follows that v. a.e.
Taking the limit j+ co, we have (see (4.10)) qyo(t) < max{qd: d E G(t, x,(t))}, v. a.e. (4.12) But then (4.12) holds for all q belonging to some dense subset, v,, a.e. The term G, however, has bounded values on [0, l] x S. The function q * s&t, x) is, therefore, continuous, and we can conclude that (4.12) holds for all q, V, a.e. Since G assumes closed convex values, it follows that ho E 'W x,(f)), v. a.e.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Throughout this section we shall take (v, z) to be a solution to problem P. Theorem 3.1 will be proved initially when the following hypotheses are in force, in addition to (Hl)-(H4):
(H5) C, = (co} some c, E R" (H6) There exists some integrable function a (which for convenience we shall take to be the same as that introduced in (Hl)) such that for 1 E [0, 11, u E U(t).
Proof Under Supplementary Hypotheses (H5) and (H6).
Let {kj} be a sequence of positive real numbers tending to infinity. Define Y to be the set of controls u which yield an admissible trajectory x,. (In consequence of the hypotheses, u uniquely defines x,.) Following Ekeland [7] , we provide V with the metric 6(-, .) 6(u, w) = Lebesgue measure{t: u(t) # w(t)).
Define the functions Ji on V J,(U) = ,f' l(h x,(t), u(t)) dr + j ki g+ (t, x,(t)) dt, Here, (v, z) is our solution to problem (P). Since (u, z) satisfies g(t, z(t)) < 0 on Z, .Zi(v) = inf{P} and we may express si as si = inf(P} -inf(PkiJ.
By hypothesis (H4), then
Ei-' 0.
We readily check that V is a complete metric space and that the functions Ji : V-+ R are continuous (c.f., proofs of [3, Lemmas 8 and 91). The conditions are satisfied then under which Ekeland's variational principle [7] applies. This yields a sequence (vi} in I/ such that &Vi, u) < &f" ,f(4 zi(c)7 ui(c)) a.e., A,(t) E a,Z(t, Zj(t), vi(t)) a.e., Yitt> E ax gtt, zi(t>) vi a.e.,
for all Bore1 sets B, Notice that we can take yi (i.e., y in Lemma 4.1) Bore1 measurable by adjustment on a (Lebesgue) null set. Inclusion (5.8) applies vi a.e. because vi is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. The measure vi is in C@(lR) because /3(t) > 0, and has support in {t: g(t, zi(t)) = 0) n Z because /I is zero on the complement of this set. Finally, we observe that (5.12) may be achieved by scaling since bi and ci are not both zero.
We shall show that there exist 71, p, v, @, 1, y, c, and b which satisfy (5.6)-(5.13) (with Di and I's deleted). It will follow in particular that p, v, and c have the properties asserted in Theorem 3.1.
By (Hl) and by (5.6) and (5.7) (5.14) Consider next the support of V. Suppose that, contrary to our assertions, v({t: g(t, z(t)) < O}) > 0. By a-additivity of the measure, there exists e > 0 such that v(E) > 0, where E = {t: g(t, z(t)) < -e). By (5.5) and (Hl) {t: g(t, Z(t)) < -e} C {t: g(t, zi(t)) < -$e} for sutficiently large i. But this last set is contained in the complement of the support of vi, whence v,(E) = 0. Since g is upper semicontinuous it follows that E is an open set. But vi -+ v weakly *. By [2] , v(E) = 0, a contradiction. We have shown that v({t: g(t, z(t)) ( 0) The subset F has full measure by (5.4) and (5.18). The set of I E F such that pi(t) + p(t) and such that (5.13) holds for i sufficiently large also has full measure; we select such a t. Choose u E U(t). For sufficiently large i, vi(t) = o(t) and
But pi(t)f(t, zj(t), u) -+ p(t)f(t, z(t), U) etc., and we may take the limit in (5.19) obtaining This is the inequality required. We draw attention to the fact that we have shown, in the course of the proof, that the measure rr satisfies where the real number K, is determined by a and K of (Hl). This will be needed shortly.
Removal of Supplementary Hypotheses (H5) and (H6).
We dispose first of (H6) by using an argument due to Clarke [3] . Suppose that (v, z) is a solution to problem (P) when (Hl)-(H5) hold. Then (v, z) also solves each of a family of problems in which U(t) is replaced by Following an idea of Warga [ 131, we consider a reformulated problem in which controls, written (u, w) , take values in Rmtn and the underlying time interval is [ -1, + 11.
It is clear that the pair (Z; v7 solves this problem, where The inequality implies that p(O) E NC&z(O)) (NcO(z(0)) coincides with the normal cone of C, at z(O), in the sense of convex analysis, when C, is convex). We have obtained the boundary condition at t = 0 on p restricted to [O, 11. Finally, we remove (H5). Suppose (v, z) is a solution to problem (P) when (Hl)-(H4) hold. We consider a control problem in which the trajectories, written (x, JJ), are R"+"-valued It is easy to see that we recover the conclusions of the theorem for the original problem.
DIRECTLY VERIFIABLE HYPOTHESES
Finally, we shall show that Theorem 3.1 leads to a maximum principle which applies subject to directly verifiable hypotheses; here the wellposedness hypothesis (H4) is replaced by the requirements that 1 and f be continuous in their u dependence, that U have values compact sets and, most notably, that the extended velocity set be convex. Hypotheses (VI)-(V3) imply (Hl)-(H3). As commented on in Section 3, (6.1) and (6.2) imply (H4). It will follow then from Theorem 3.1 that the maximum principle applies (subject to (Vl)-(V4), (H5), and (H6). We may now remove (H5) and (H6), in the manner shown at the end of Section 5.
It remains then to prove (6.2) (when we assume (VI)-(V4), (H5), and (H6)). Let {ai} b e an arbitrary sequence of real numbers decreasing to zero. By definition of 8, we may choose a corresponding sequence of admissibie pairs { (ui, xi)) such that By (H5) and (H6), and by application of the Dunford-Pettis criterion, we deduce that {xi} is a bounded, equicontinuous family of continuous functions and iA*, xd*h Ui(*))l is weakly precompact in L I. It is easy to show now that there exists {(=(<O, <I)) E L' such that, after extraction of subsequences, weakly in L ' (6.5) and xi + x uniformly, (6.6) where x satisfies 40 = r ' (t), a.e. t E [0, 11, x(0) = co.
(6.7)
Properties (6.5) and (6.6), and hypothesis (Vl) imply that j .T(tv x(t), u,(t)) dt -+ j t(t) dt E E for any measurable set E. By arguments similar to those used at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.5 (which apply in view of (V4)), we deduce that C(t) E At, 40, W)), a.e. t E [0, 11.
The conditions under which the measurable selection theorem [2, Theorem 1.7.61 apply are,fulfilled; there exists then a control u such that a.e. t E [0, 11. (6.8) It is clear now from (6.6~ (6.8) , and from the closedness of X, that (u, x) is an admissible pair.
Equations (6.3) and (6.6) and hypothesis (VI) imply that 
